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T H E  M A I S O N  C H R I S T O F L E

In the grand tradition of silversmithing, since its creation in 1830 Christofle

has offered objects that are beautiful and useful, reflecting the French art of

living.

In 1830, Charles Christofle, the house’s founder, created a jewelry

workshop under his own name. A visionary enamored by technological

innovation; he revolutionized the world of silver. As a master silversmith,

Christofle elevated the silversmithing of cutlery, tableware, decorative

objects, and sculptures to a true art, exclaiming "only one quality, the best! “

In 2019, Christofle continues to place excellence at the core of its

requirements.
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T H E  A R T  O F  S H A R I N G

Today, Christofle is reinventing conviviality and making the art of

sharing a true art of living. From Europe to the United States and Asia,

the brand’s know-how now spans 5 universes: the graciousness of

dining, exchanges around the bar, the taste for beauty through decor,

the pleasure of gifting through jewelry and accessories, and a complete

collection for children.

Christofle accompanies important celebrations (birth, marriage,

promotion, retirement) and everyday moments of merriment.
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T A L I S M A N

A burst of color comes to the table for an enchanting dining experience

In 1986, Bernard Yot and Studio Christofle designed Talisman, inspired by the

Art Deco style. It is a collection unlike any other that celebrates color and the

uniqueness of the hosts who chooses it.

Talisman is a precious collection, made to measure only.

To the eyes’ delight, the collection is available in an infinite number of colours.

The design of the curved silver-plated metal ribs emphasizes the matt finish of

the chosen colour with its shine.

The Talisman collection is available for tableware such as forks, knives and

spoons but also in serving cutlery.

Talisman adds colour to any table in a very personal way.
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T A L I S M A N

The Talisman collection highlights the Christofle know-how with elegance 

and endless possibilities of personalization 

Christofle took inspirational notes from the famous cloisonné enamels whose process was

rediscovered in the 19th century.

Today, Talisman’s design mirrors that of the champlevé enamels.

For this exclusive collection, lacquer is combined with silver or gold flatware to create an

unforgettable motif. The metal mold of the flatware’s handles are made hollow and filled

with lacquer in a hue of the person’s choosing.
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T A L I S M A N

Christofle begins the process by stamping the cover in the chosen metal, leaving hollow parts

to accommodate the lacquer.

After this step, it is sanded. This sanding allows the lacquer to cling on to the metal.

Then, 2 coats of lacquer are applied to give the color and 16 coats of varnish. This step is

repeated numerous times and is applied by hand. This tedious and careful process helps make

Talisman solid and resistant.

The final step entails a topcoat of emery-coating to distinguish the contrast between the colored

lacquer and metal frame.

After, each piece is hand polished to reveal the perfect shine. The Art Deco design of the ribs

amplifies the saturation of the chosen color.
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T A L I S M A N - C O L O U R R A N G E

*Colors Christofle (sienna, green, blue, black)

** Sanded
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T A L I S M A N  - P E R S O N A L I Z A T I O N

The lacquer is available in any colour or shade, be it to match your

favourite dinner service or a specific pantone reference.

The collection offers endless possibilities.

Talisman flatware is available in silver plated metal or gilded,

matching all porcelain with coloured fillets and some floral pattern.

Christofle also offers the possibility to personalize this flatware

with:

- Initials,

- Coat of arms or logo

- Patterns: Wood veined, Eggshell and Shagreen).
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T A L I S M A N - D E P T H O F  R A N G E

1. Table spoon

2. Dinner fork 

3. Dinner knife

4. Standard soup spoon

5. Standard fork 

6. Standard knife

7. Dessert spoon

8. Dessert fork 

9. Dessert knife

10. After dinner coffee/tea spoon)

11. Espresso spoon (Demi-tasse) 

12. Fish fork 

13. Fish knife

14. Cream soup spoon

15. Gourmet sauce spoon

16. Teaspoon

17. Cake fork 

18. Salad fork 

19. Butter spreader

20. Ice cream spoon

21. Oyster fork 

22. Two-pronged sea food fork

23. Soup ladle

24. Serving spoon

25. Serving fork 

26. Salad serving spoon

27. Salad serving fork 

28. Fish serving fork

29. Fish Serving knife

30. Carving fork 

31. Carving knife

32. Cake multi cutting server

34. Gravy ladle

35. Serving ladle (rice/fries)

36. Vegetable-potato ladle

37. Sugar tongs 

38. Cheese knife

39. Pierced server

42. Sugar ladle

44. Steak knife

+ Lobster fork 

Choose from 45 different types of flatware 

individually or as a full dining set.


